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English : Intermediate

Russian : Intermediate

Vacancy summary

Senior A�liate CPA

GEO1457581

Сингапур

Education : Bac + 2 DEUG, BTS, DUT

Experience : 1 year - 3 years

Industry : Marketing / Advertising / Public Relations

Position : Other

Mobility : International

Availability : Full Time

Languages

Vacancy details

ADLEAD.PRO is an international CPA network with o�ers for every taste and vertical: mVas, Sweepstakes, Nutra,

iGaming, Finance, CPI — more than 5,000 o�ers for all GEOs and sources.

Our company has been on the market for more than 7 years, and the team works on almost all continents. We are

already widely known in the bourgeoisie, we work with exclusive local advertisers and a pool of top webmasters.

In connection with the scaling, we are looking for an employee for the position of A�liate Support.

Who are we looking for:

You have an understanding of what CPA - marketing is.

https://jober.ge/en
https://jober.ge/
https://jober.ge/en/classified-ads/-GEO1457581


You have experience in attracting webmasters and like to communicate a lot in Russian and English.

Knowledge of tra�c sources: Facebook, Google Ads, InApp, UAC, SEO, etc.

You have a great desire to grow and develop, you have an active lifestyle.

Knowledge of English is not lower than upper intermediate. You can keep up the conversation in person and

communicate easily in the chat.

Knowledge of tools: word, excel, google account, slack, notion, scaleo will be an advantage.

Responsibilities:

Working with existing partners and attracting new ones

Attendance at specialized events

Working with the tracker and negotiating, chats

Selection of o�ers according to the requirements of webmasters, assistance in integrating and setting up advertising

campaigns

Work at conferences.

Requirements:

Relevant A�liate experience required (WAP, sweeps or gambling)

High level of responsibility, communication skills, charisma, diligence, ability to set goals and achieve results

It is desirable to have your own database of publishers

Conditions:

Experience of working in the strongest team with the prospect of promotion to the head of the department.

Adequate leadership.

Full time remote. Flexible start of the working day.

Contacts

mobile: (+62) 0877-4553-4005

Other: hr_adleadpro - telegram


